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Update #11

Today’s Bioheat® is clean and green!
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Your Fuel, Your Choice
Your heating equipment thanks you for using Bioheat® fuel!

Bioheat® fuel acts as a natural lubricant inside your heating system
and allows it to run more efficiently while helping extend its overall
lifespan. In addition to providing you with low-carbon and reliable
comfort, Bioheat® fuel helps protect the vital components inside
your heating equipment!

Does Your Spring Cleaning
Include an Equipment Upgrade?
The spring season is a time for change and growth. It’s when
we watch the world around us shake away the cold grasp of
winter and begin turning over new leaves. It also happens to
be an ideal season to make energy-efficient upgrades to your
home comfort system! Because spring bridges the heating
and cooling seasons, it is the perfect time to make an
upgrade to either system without having to sacrifice your
comfort in uncomfortable temperatures.

Benefits of a System Upgrade Include:

• Improved System Efficiency: Outdated or broken
heating and cooling equipment is highly inefficient. When
you upgrade to a new energy-efficient system, it will help
reduce your annual emissions by reducing wasted energy.

• Lower Energy Bills: Modern-day home comfort
systems are more energy-efficient and environmentally
friendly than ever before. They operate so smoothly and
efficiently that they will require less fuel or power to
provide exceptional comfort, which you will see in lower
fuel usage and energy bills.

• Increased Home Comfort: Say goodbye to noisy,
mediocre home comfort from inefficient heating
equipment. With whisper-silent technology, you won’t
even hear your new system as you enjoy comfortable,
even temperatures across your whole home.

Another great reason to upgrade your heating or cooling
equipment now is because of the available tax rebates!
In addition to saving money every month in energy costs,
you can save money for upgrading through the Upgrade &
Save NYC & LI Rebate Program!

Upgrade & Save NYC & LI Rebates:
• $300 – For the replacement of an
existing oil-fired boiler or furnace

• $200 – For the installation of a new
aboveground oil storage tank

• $600* – Federal tax credit on
qualifying energy-efficient equipment

*Not part of the Upgrade & Save Program

With increased comfort, savings, and lower energy bills,
make sure you add a heating or cooling upgrade to your
spring-cleaning list.
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It’s Tax Season and Bioheat® Fuel Can Help

Now that we are nearing the end
of winter, it’s the perfect time to
begin preparing for next winter!
Enrolling in a budget plan will
spread out your winter fuel
payments across the whole year,
so you have the same low-
monthly payment every month.

We will be opening enrollment
for next year’s budget plan in the
coming months, so make sure
you keep an eye out so you can
enjoy the following benefits:

✓Lower Monthly Fuel
Payments: You spend the
majority of your money
heating your home during only
4 months of the year. A budget
plan will calculate how much
you would spend on Bioheat®

fuel during those months and
divide it across the year.

✓Easier Year-Round
Budgeting: You won’t have to
guess from month to month
how much you will have to
spend on fuel deliveries. You
can expect the same low-cost
payment every month, which
you can easily factor into your
other expenses.

✓Peace of Mind: We all know
that feeling around the holiday
season when our wallet starts
to feel a little lighter. Enrolling
in a budget plan gives you the
peace of mind of knowing
exactly how much you will be
paying to heat your home.

Enrolling in a budget plan is
quick, easy, and a great way to
prepare yourself and budget for
the winter season next year!

Budget Plan
Enrollment
is Coming!

EVERY DAY IS EARTH DAY FOR
BIOHEAT® FUEL CUSTOMERS!

The New York State Clean Heating Fuels tax

credit can lower your obligation to the state!

When you file for IT-241 (or CT-241 for businesses), you earn a
credit of one cent per gallon for every percentage of biodiesel in the
Bioheat® fuel you use, from B6 (6%) to B20 (20%). That’s six cents
per gallon for B6 blends of Bioheat® fuel and 20 cents per gallon
for B20. Please contact our office for your Bioheat® fuel delivery
records and review your eligibility with your tax consultant.

Other Benefits of Using Bioheat® Fuel Include:
• Improving the lifespan of your heating equipment
• Increasing the fuel efficiency of your system
• Reducing your home’s carbon emissions
• Contributing to a thriving American economy that employs over 62,000 people

By using Bioheat® fuel today, we are helping contribute to a better tomorrow!

In the last few years, Earth Day has taken on a greater meaning due to the effects of
climate change. But our customers don’t have to wait until April to celebrate Earth
Day because Bioheat® fuel is helping you save the planet every single day!

And now, the entire state of New York can celebrate, because as of July 1, 2023,
all fuel dealers in the state have begun delivering Bioheat® fuel to their customers!

Bioheat® fuel is aiding in the fight against climate change by:

Reducing Carbon Emissions – Bioheat® fuel is a blend of ultra-low sulfur heating oil
and organic materials like soybean and vegetable oils. Replacing traditional heating oil
with B100 (100% biodiesel) can provide reductions in carbon of up to 90%.

Improving Our Community Health – Recent studies have shown that communities
that switch to B100 for home heating and transportation would prevent 340
premature deaths a year and reduce cancer risks by 45%.

Fueling our Agricultural Industry – The renewable properties used to create
Bioheat® fuel are helping fuel our farming industry. Soybean oil has become a major
component in the creation of Bioheat® fuel, as well as canola, corn, and other plant
oils. Plus, the renewable biodiesel in your Bioheat® fuel reduces overall lifecycle
greenhouse gas emissions by up to 72%.

Earth Day is on Monday, April 22, and we implore you to celebrate by discussing the
benefits of Bioheat® fuel with friends and family. Because what we can do today will
better our world for tomorrow, and Bioheat® fuel is a clear path forward!


